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	Color Atlas of Human Poisoning and Envenoming, 9780849322150 (0849322154), CRC Press, 2006

	The field of medical toxicology can be simply divided into animal and human poisonings from animal, plant,

	or man-made sources. Even more precisely, toxinology is the study of poisoning and envenoming by biological

	organisms, and toxicology is the study of human poisoning from manmade sources. Living organisms,

	such as animals, plants, and fungi, produce biological toxins. Man-made toxins, or toxoids, are produced by

	controlled chemical reactions, often on an industrial scale, designed to produce novel pharmaceuticals, cosmetics,

	household cleansers, fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, and other useful and necessary consumer and

	commercial products. Unfortunately, some biological toxins have already been developed, deployed, and used

	as bioterror weapons (e.g., ricin from the castor bean and Shiga toxin from Shigella bacteria). Other biological

	toxins, most notably Staphyloccal toxins A and B, botulinum toxins, and a variety of fungal mycotoxins,

	can be mass-produced by rogue nations for biological warfare and agricultural and antipersonnel terrorism.

	Many biological toxins, such as poison hemlock, pyrethrin, and red squill, and man-made toxoids, such as

	arsenic and thallium salts and pyrethroids, have long been used as pesticides, fungicides, and even as human

	poisons. Several types of poison gases, including both vesicant and neurotoxic agents, were intentionally

	released during World War I and in very recent wars (Iran-Iraq War) and terror attacks (Sarin nerve gas

	attacks in Japan).





	This book will serve as a visual and written reminder of the ubiquitous sources of toxins and toxoids in

	the environment and the outcomes of accidental or intentional toxic exposures in humans. This book will

	not serve as a comprehensive, major reference source for all toxicologic emergencies; many such comprehensive

	and even subspecialized toxicology texts are now available. The key features and benefits of this book

	include serving as a handy atlas and review outline of human poisoning with photographs and diagrams of

	toxic plants and animals, their mechanisms of poisoning or envenoming, and the human lesions (anatomic,

	electrocardiographic, and radiographic) caused by toxic exposures. In addition, this text combines the four

	subspecialties of toxicology (Analytical, Medical, Environmental, and Industrial) into one comprehensive

	atlas with bulleted text, tables, and figure legends that treat toxic exposures in both children and adults. This

	book will be a useful study guide for emergency physicians, military physicians, pediatricians, public health

	physicians and veterinarians, and health science and medical students and graduates in training or practice,

	or preparing to take image-intense specialty or subspecialty board examinations. Finally, this text will serve

	as a ready reference for current health science students who seek immediate visual association of venomous

	species and toxicokinetics with the rapid identification of envenoming species, the clinical and diagnostic

	outcomes of envenoming or poisoning, and the recommended treatment strategies to limit toxic exposures

	and injuries.





	This text is intentionally organized in a clinical encounter fashion, beginning with a discussion of general

	poisoning management and useful antidotes and later detailing specific management strategies and antidotes

	for separate poisonings and envenomings. The book concludes with chapters on biochemical warfare agent

	exposure and research design and analysis. Biological and chemical terrorism and warfare agents are timely

	subjects that are still evolving, particularly in the areas of early detection by biosurveillance monitoring systems

	and real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analyses and personnel protection by preventive immunization,

	rapid decontamination, specific reversal agents, and personal protective equipment.
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Heterogeneous Electrode Processes and Localized Corrosion (Wiley Series in Corrosion)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Sheds new light on the significance of electrode inhomogeneity and electrochemical heterogeneity


	A major contribution to the field of electrochemistry, this book—based on a thorough review of the literature and author Yongjun Tan's twenty years of pioneering research—examines electrochemical heterogeneity and...


		

The Oxford Essential Guide to Critical Writing (Essential Resource Library)Berkley, 2005

	Two broad assumptions underlie this book: (1) that writing is a rational activity, and (2) that it is a valuable activity.

	

	To say that writing is rational means nothing more than that it is an exercise of mind requiring the mastery of techniques anyone can learn. Obviously, there are limits: one cannot learn to write like...


		

Smart Electricity Distribution NetworksCRC Press, 2017

	Smart distribution networks are one of the key research topics of countries looking to modernise electric power networks. Smart Electricity Distributions Networks aims to provide a basic discussion of the smart distribution concept and new technologies related to it, including distributed energy resources (DERs), demand side...





	

Intellectual Capital for Communities: Nations, Regions, and CitiesButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
"a welcome and timely overview of a new and vibrant Intellectual Capital frontier. The chapters are fresh and topical. This is required reading!" 
 Karl-Erik Sveiby, Professor at Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration, Helsinki, Finland

"Bounfour and Edvinsson's extension of the burgeoning...

		

Class in Education: Knowledge, pedagogy, and subjectivityRoutledge, 2009
In contemporary pedagogy, "class" has become one nomadic sign among others: it has no referent but only contingent allusions to similarly traveling signs. Class, that is, no longer explains social conflicts and antagonisms rooted in social divisions of labor, but instead portrays a cultural carnival of lifestyles, consumptions, tastes,...


		

Organofluorines (The Handbook of Environmental Chemistry / Anthropogenic Compounds) (Vol. 3)Springer, 2002

	This volume, written by a range of international experts, covers a wide range of topics involving organic fluorine compounds. Each chapter is preceded by a summary and includes extensive illustrations and references. The chapters cover atmospheric chemistry, application of 19F NMR, partition, degradation and transformation, naturally...
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